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ABEBRAOf 

This report is a codification in two parts of conventional aircraft 
handling qualities criteria. The results of this effort are to serve 
as an intermediate design guide in the areas of lateral-directional 
oscillatory and roll control. All available data applicable to these 
problem areas were considered in developing the recommended new criteria. 
Working papers were sent to knowledgeable individuals in industry and 
research agencies for comments and suggestions, and these were incorpo- 
rated in the final version of this report. The roll handling qualities 
portion of this report uses as a point of departure the concept that 
control of bank angle is the primary piloting task in maintaining or 
changing heading. Regulation of the hank angle to maintain heading is 
a closed-loop tracking task in which the pilot applies aileron control 
as a function of observed bank angle error. For large heading changes, 
the steady-state bank angle consistent with available or desired load 
factor is attained in an open-loop fashion; it is then regulated in a 
closed-loop fashion throughout the remainder of the turn. For the 
transient entry and exit from the turn, the pilot is not concerned with 
bank angle per se, but rather with attaining a mentally commanded bank 
angle with tolerable accuracy in a reasonable time,  and with an easily 
learned and comfortable program of aileron movements. In the lateral 
oscillatory portion of this effort, in defining requirements for satis- 
factory Dutch roll characteristics, a fundamental consideration is the 
fact that the motions characterizing this mode are ordinarily not the 
pilot's chief objective. That is, he is not deliberately inducing 
Dutch roll motions in the sensä that he induces rolling and longitudi- 
nal short-period motions. Dutch roll oscillations are side products of 
his attempts to control the airplane in some other mode of response, 
and they are in the nature of nuisance effects which should be reduced 
to an acceptable level. In spite of its distinction as a side effect, 
adequate control of Dutch roll is a persistent handling qualities 
research area and a difficult practical design requironent. The diffi- 
culties stem from the many maneuver and control situations which can 
excite the Dutch roll, and from its Inherently low damping. Since any 
excitation of the Dutch roll is undesirable, the effects of disturbance 
inputs are almost uniformly degrading to pilot opinion rating. Never- 
theless, removal of such influence does not eliminate the need for some 
basic level of damping. A worthwhile approach to establishment of 
Dutch roll damping requirements is to first establish the basic level, 
and then to study the varied influences of the disturbance parameters. 
This approach provides the basis for the material contained in this 
report. 
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b Wiog sptn 

db Decibels 

d Lateral sidestep displaceaent 

F Stick force 

g Acceleration due to gravity 

h Altitude 

1rz Product of inertia about x, z axes 

Ix, ly, Iz Moments of inertia about x, y, z axes, respectively 

K Gain constant 

L Rolling acceleration due to externally applied torque 

Li Variation of L with input or motion quantity particularized 
by subscript 

li 

Ni 

Id + (WlxjNi 

1 - (llz/lxlz) 

m        t/T = l/m partitions the sidestep bank angle time history 
(Eq 19 and 20) 

M        Pitching acceleration due to externally applied torque 

M       Mach number 

Mj       Variation of M with input or motion quantity particularized 
by subscript 

n        Load factor in g units; ratio of stopping to starting aileron 
deflection (Sketch 5) 

n0       Desired value of n 

N        Yawing acceleration due to externally applied torque 

Kj.       Variation of N with input or motion quantity particularized 
by subscript 

gi + IdUxzAx) 

1 " (4/lxIz) 
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|ir« n 

P Rolling angular velocity about x axis, positive right wing down 

P0 Steady roll rate j 

Pg Gust upsetting impulse, deg/sec | 

q Pitching angular velocity about y axis, positive nose up 

R Pilot rating number 

s Laplace transform, s = o + .Jco 

tg Time to recover from a gust upset 

t^QO Time to bank 50° 

T General first-order time constant; also total maneuver time 

Ti Pilot-adopted lag time constant 

TL Pilot-adopted lead time constant 

Tfi First-order lag time constant approximation of the pilot's 
neuromuscular system 

Tp Roll-rate-limited maneuver time 

TR Roll subsidence time constant 

Ts Spiral mode time constant 

T02 Pitch numerator short-period time constant 

Tm Bank-angle-limited maneuver time 

Uo Linear steady-state velocity along x axis 

v Side velocity, positive to right 

ve "Indicated" side velocity, ve = \/p/p0  U0ß 

x Impulsive acceleration 

y Lateral stability axis, positive out right wing 

Yc Controlled element transfer function 

Yp Pilot's quasi-linear describing function 

Z Vertical acceleration along the Z axis 

Zi Variation of Z with input or motion quantity particularized 
by subscript 
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i 
ß Sideslip angle, ß = V/UQ 

5 Control angular deflection 

j j 5a Aileron angular deflection 

iJ 5r Rudder angular deflection 
-'. 

£        Damping ratio of linear second-order system particularized by 
subscript 

5d Damping ratio of Dutch roll second-order 

£co Damping 

0 Pitch angle 

T Pilot's reaction time 

(p RoU angle, positive right wing down 

«p, Bank angle in 1.0 sec 

qpu Bank angle in 2.0 sec 

t Heading smgular displacement 

a>       Undamped natural frequency of a second-order mode particular- 
ized by subscript, rad/sec 

cui       Input disturbance bandwidth 

Subscripts; 

a Aileron 

av Average 

b & s Bank and stop 

c Controlled element, crossover, or collective pitch 

d Dutch roil 

e Elevator 

g Gust 

m Maximum 

o Maximum; critical^ additional 

vili 



p Roll rate, or pilot 

q Pitch rate 

r Rudder, or yaw rate 

R Roll subsidence 

s Spiral divergence 

sp Short period 

v Side velocity 

ß Sideslip 

8 Control deflection particularized by subscript 

0 Pitch transfer function 

<p Roll transfer function 

ix 



The study of lateral controllability requirements logically starts 

with an examination of the siaple. Meal, one-degree-of-freedom roll- 

to-aileron transfer function: 

<p, *     ^a       ^^ .  . 
^(8) ' s(s - Ip) * S{TRS + 1) ^ 

This not only reduces the problem to its most basic level—note that 

only two quantities nied be specified—but serves as a logical point 

of departure for later considering1 the inplications of the aore complete 

three-degree-of-freedom roll dynamics. 

Control of bank angle is a primary piloting task necessary for 

maintaining or changing the flight path heading. Regulation of the 

bank angle to maintain heading, especially in the presence of disturb- 

ances (e.g., gusts, flight director "noise," etc.), is a closed-loop 

(tracking) task wherein the pilot applies aileron control as some 

function of the observed bank angle error. For large heading changes, 

the turning (steady-state) bank angle, consistent with available or 

desirable load factors, is attained in a programmed or open-loop fashion; 

and then regulated through closed-loop control during the major portion 

of the turn. For the transient tum-entiy and t'im-exit maneuvers, the 

pilot is not concerned with bank angle errors per se, but rather with 

attaining a mentally commanded bank angle with tolerable accuracy, 

within a reasonable time and with an easily learned and comfortable 

program of aileron movements. Similar comments apply to bank angle 

"commands" imposed by the necessity to avoid obstacles or asymmetric 

ground contact. 

Both the closed-loop and open-loop aspects of bank angle control as 

they relate to desirable levels of roll damping, TR, roll power, L5 5j.  , 
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and »in, 1^, will be esodned. Section II contains the closed-loop 

discussioni Section III presents some useful open-loop concepts; 

Section IV combines these results with experimental handling qualities 

data to arrive at desirable levels of roll damping; Section V presents 

scne collected data and conjectures regarding roll power requirements; 

and Section VI contains data and analyses pertinent to the question of 

optimum gain. Ute conclusions of the study are summarized in Section VII. 
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In exploriog the closed-loop implications of Ideal roll control, we 

characterize the pilot's activities by his experimentally observed 

quasi-linear describing function, fitted to the simple general form* 

Epe'TS(TLs + 1) 
Y*is)    = (Trs + lHTflS + l) (2> 

For the closed-loop problem at hand, lag equalization, the (Tjs + 1) term, 

is unnecessary and the neuromuscular lag effects, (T^s +1), can conveni- 

ently be lumped with T. Accordingly, the complete open-loop transfer 

function in its simplest applicable form is given by 

Kpe-TS(TL8 + 1)I6TR 

where the value of T has been adjusted for TJJ effects. 

For low values of TR, corresponding to high roll damping, the 

controLLed-element dynamics, YcCs) s (p/5a(s), approach the sinple KQ/S 

form (i.e., in Eq 1, for Tjr*-0, 9/8a-*-L5aTR/s). Under these conditions 

pilot lead is unnecessary for good closure, i.e., YpYc = KpKce'
TS/s, and 

the only pilot adaptation required is on the value of his gain, KL. For 

this simplest of all closed loops, the open-loop gain determines the 

gain-crossover frequency, o^; i.e., KpKc =0^. The corresponding phase 

*It is beyond the scope of this report to explain at length the basis 
for this form, the adjustment rules, etc. The subject is treated from 
an applications point of view in Refs. 5, 5, 14, 21, 55, and some of the 
more recent experimental background is given in Refs. 2 and 3%,  among 
others. 



aargin is given by 

180° - 4Yp(s)Yc(8)    -   90° - 57.3^) (k) 

Since the required pilot adaptation is a minimum, pilot opinion of the 

Kß/ß-lik» controlled element is invariably good provided the value of 

Kg is in some optimum region, which depends on the muscle groups used 

in exercising control; asd provided the system bandwidth, determined by 

ofe, is greater than thf input disturbance bandwidth, %. Both of these 

auxiliaiy requirements demand some knowledge of the possible or likely 

values of a^.. 

2 
Recent comprehensive huosn-response measurements utilizing proven 

and tested cross-spectral analysis techniques show that for fixed-base, 

single-axis, tracking tasks the experimentally observed values of <% are 

^■•8 rad/sec and 2.9 rad/sec for Kg/s and Kc/s2 controlled elements, 

respectively; and these values are essentially constant with varying 

input bandwidths provided these bandwidths are less than o^.. Such fairly 

large values of <% are directly connected with fairly low phase margins 

and/or effective T'S (e.g., for 30° phase margin and cct s k.S,  Eq 4 gives 

T, including neuromuscular lags, as 0.22). Therefore, if the effective T 
32 

is increased, as in a real flight situation,  we would expect a decrease 

in ocfc for- a given phase margin. Even on a fixed-base simulator, the 

distraction of ot^er tasks will, because of time-sharing, tend to 

increase T and reduce a^>  from the values noted above. Also, if the pilot's 

muscular and mental "set" is to some extent governed by the achievement of 

good closed-loop response to a step, as in a commanded maneuver, the opti- 

mum phase margin is greater (i.e., the optimum closed-loop damping is 

higher) than that for achieving minimum rms error, as in "pure" tracking 

of random disturbances; and this too leads to reduced o^. These specu- 

lations are advanced because there are a number of measurements of varying 

validity^ '^   which indicate that, for handling qualities considerations, 

values of üct about 2 ± 0.5 rad/sec are perhaps more realistic than the 

values observed in the experiments of Ref. 2. 



The basic data of the Ref. 2 study also shew that^ for all controlled 

elements tested, whether of for® Yc = Kc, Kc/s, or Kc/s
2, the cou^lete 

open-loop describing function, YpYg, can be approximated in the crossover 

region (crossover defined as iYpYci = l) by 

(YBYC) = 5oL— (5) lAP*c/crossover      s w' 

(The primed T indicates that it contains contributions from the actual 

pilot equalizations usH. to achieve this crossover condition.) In fact, 

the validity of the above expression actually extends to frequencies well 

below crossover (about a decade). For Yc » Kc/s
2, the measured pilot leads 

required to achieve this long stretch of K/s-like open-loop behavior 

approach values of Tj, as high as 5. This number is a factor of 2 or more 

greater than the "reasonable maximum" put forward in Ref. 3. However, it 

is well supported by the very complete and very consistent data of Ref. 2. 

It may even be "explainable" on the basis of the pilot's use of stick pulses 

to control K/s2 as opposed to stick deflections to control K/s; both 

systems then give pure rate response to the control input. Such an 

"explanation" is consistent with the data and observations of Ref. 3* 

and is more palatable (for the large Tj/s involved) than the opposing 

view that the pilot mentally processes the displayed displacement signal. 

Regardless of the "explanation," it appears that for the controlled 

elements pertinent to both extremes of ideal roll control (i.e., Tp.-»-0, 

TR-»-») the pilot can readily adapt values of Tj, ranging between zero 

and 5» 

In view of this facility and the basic desirability (for either auto- 

matic or manual control) of K/s-like crossovers, we would expect closed-loop 

roll control to involve pilot lead adaptation which effectively cancels the 

roll subsidence mode, i.e., for TL = TR Eq 3 looks like Eq 5» Obviously, in 

view of the data discussed above, TL wiH not follow TR as it approaches 

infinity (Yc-^-Kc/s ) but will, instead, approach a maximum value 

around 5. Also, TL will not follow TR as it approaches zero (Yg-^Kc/s) 

but will, instead, precede it and approach zero as soon as the phase lag 
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55 
contributed by % £t ^ becomes pezmissibly saall, ^ This expected 

pilot-adapted T^ versus TR reiationship is graphically illustrated by 

the cross-hatched region of Hg. 1.  The «:Atrejaes shown for T^ « 0 

correspond to a 30° phase margin for an assumed T » 0.2 and 1.^<(i^<2.^; 

and the variatioa from the ideal T^ » TR for high T^'s assumes that 

inexact matching, to the extent of a two- or three-db kink favoring 

reduced Tj/s, is acceptable. Also plotted in Fig. 1 are experimental 

points taken from Ref. 5. These were obtained through use of a 

parameter-tracking scheme which made Halted on-line adjustments of an 

analog pilot-model to match the closed-loop performance of the real 

pilot. Such a system is rather poor at accurately matching low frequency 

system characteristics and this is reflected in the maximum value of T^ 

shewn (about 1 ,k)  for Tg = «, Yc = Kc/s
2. This number is much less then 

that obtained using more sophisticated data analysis techniques in the 

similar experiments of Ref. 2 discussed above. However, for low values 

of TL (i«e., 1/TL corresponding to high frequency) where the parameter 

tracker is expected to be most accurate, the data do show the expected 

TL = TR relationship. 

One outcome of this adaptive pilot behavior is that the closed-loop 

performance is relatively insensitive to variations in TR (e.g., the 

simulator tests of Ref, 28), That is, the pilot adapts in such a way 

as to effectively cancel TR and thereby makes all systems look like Kc/s. 

Therefore, provided (OQ  is greater than a^ and Kf,  is adjusted to always 

be near the optimum (i.e., best opinion) g^in, we would expect opinion 

changes with TR to be a function only of the TL adapted by the pilot. 

From pilot opinion ratings obtained in connection with the experiments 

of Ref. 2, an average rating increase (degraded opinion) of about three 

Cooper points was observed in going from best K^/s to best KQ/S^  (best 

in the sense of optimum K^,). This infers that the incremental pilot 

rating associated with T^'s between zero and about 5 is roughly three 

points. Thus the rating increment associated with a finite value of TR 

will depend on the pilot-adapted value of TL (e.g.. Fig. 1) and will 

vary with TL roughly as shown in Sketch 1. Here, because the exact 

nature of the relationship is to this point unknown, a fairly broad 



area is depicted. later cansidera- 

tion of applicable handling quali- 

ties data will, hopefully, be more 

revealing in this context. 

In the meantime it is pertinent 

to observe that the relationship 

shown in Sketch 1, which is based on 

recent experimental human-response 

measurements and opinion ratings for 

Kc/s and Kc/s2, is considerably dif- 

ferent than that given in Ref. 3 

based on similar experiments with a 

controlled element of form 

Kc(T02s + ^ 

Sketch 1• Approximate Variation 
of Incremental Hating with Tj, 

It must be remarked, however, that the data used to obtain the Ref. 3 

result do not exhibit the consistency, either internally or with respect 

to other investigators, which is shown by the Ref. 2 data. 

In sumnaiy, it appears that pilot rating of closed-loop ideal roll- 

tracking characteristics will degrade with increasing TOU-subsidence 

time constant, TR, because of corresponding changes in the pilot's lead 

adaptation, Ti,. Regardless of the exact form of Sketch 1, the implica- 

tions of Fig. 1 are that no pilot lead will be required for TR less than 

about 0.5; therefore for optimum gain we expect no opinion variations 

for TR'S below this value and gradually degraded ratings for increasing 

TR'S above this value. The question of optimum gain will be treated in 

Section VI. 

I 
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Somewhere in the spectrum of possible and useful programmed roll 

maneuvers the pilot may encounter undesirable characteristics. To help 

identify these situations and relate them to the two parameters which 

govern ideal rolling, we will examine the implications of two types of 

aileron inputs: the first, abrupt step inputs designed to achieve 

maximum roU perfoxmance; the second, smoothly applied inputs compatible 

with normal turning maneuvers. 

A. BBHPOMV 10 ACSHOi 0ZEPS 

The ideal roll response to a series of abrupt changes in aileron 

deflection can be obtained by linear superposition of the responses to 

a series of step inputs. The basic rolling response to a step aileron, 

Sg^s) = 8a/s* in terms of the  steady rolling velocity, p0 = I^^a^R* 
is 

obtained by the inverse Laplace transfona of Eq 1; viz: 

JL = 1 - e-t/TR (6) 

Po 

Integrating from tin« = zero to time = t, 

JL - t-TRd-e-^R) 

and for nondimensional time, t/TR, 

_£_ = -1 - (i - e-t/TR) (7) 

These well-known relationships, in addition to their utility as 

basic building blocks, are of interest in their own right because there 

8 



are a nuriber of requireoents written in tenas of the time to bank or the 

roll rate achievable in a given time, as will be discussed in Section V. 

In the meantime it is pertinent to note that these results for a pure 

sharp-edged step can be used to approximate responses to input forms 

more compatible with reality by simply adding a suitable time increment 

(provided the times of interest are large with respect to the increment) 

For example, for a ramp-like input which is limited to a maximum 5a, as 

sketched belcw. At = 1/2 (time required to get to maximum 8a) should be 

added to the times given by Eqs 6 and 7. 

Equivalent Step 

At  2At 
t 

Sketch 2. Equivalent Step Input 

1. Budc tnd Stqp 

Bank and stop is another maneuver sometimes used to specify roll 

control requirements. Since it is a maximum-performance maneuver, full 

aileron travel will be used both to initiate and to stop the motion, as 

sketched. The corresponding additive step inputs, also sketched, 

8 1.0 

'max 

1.0 

1.0 

corresponds 
to 

1.0 

\ 

2.0 

♦2 

Sketch 5» Maximum-Performance 
Bank and Stop Aileron Inputs 

give rise by superposition to the rolling response, for time t > t2, 



£ÜI . 1 - e-^ - 2[l - e-^^l + 1 - e-^-^^TR 

- e^^e^^ - e^^R - l) (8) 

and p is identically zero for t > t2 wben 

ae*^ = 1 + e
t2^ (9) 

t2 

l&e bank angle attained at time tg is given by 

. 2t, - tg + Ißfl + e-^^li - s^fo)] 

and applying the condition of Eq 9 makes the bracketed term go to zero 

and results in (letting t2 = t) 

£    gt'  ^ , ZZnh et/TR)  t (10) p0TB " ■%  TR        \   2   /  TR l ' 

This result gives the bank angle as a function of maneuver duration, t, 

for an optimum bank and stop maneuver- 

Equations 6, 7, and 10 are plotted in Fig. 2, which also contains a 

graph of the average roH rate, 

pav _ _£_    q)   ^R 
Po  = Po* = PoTR X t 

Figure 3 presents additional bank-and-stop characteristics which pertain 

largely to the bank angle displacement, i&p, required to stop. 

It is quite difficult to find in these characteristics a generally- 

applicable indication of a maximum desirable TR, as we inferred for the 

closed-loop situation. Instead, there is a more or less continuous 

performance improvement as Tg is reduced, and the nondimensional maneuver 

10 



time, t/TR, is increased. One metric that suggests itself is the notion 

of a diminishing return for increasing values of t/Tg. For example, to 

attain 90 percent of the maximum realizable p/p0 requires t/Tg > 2.5 

(Fig. 2). But this results in a stopping bank angle relative to the 

total, Ap/q>, nowhere near a desired minimum (Fig. 3) and, in terms of 

ßp/p-jTR, where p^ is the roU rate at initiation of the stop maneuver, 

about 90 percent of maximum. If the stopping bank angle itself is taken 

as a measure of "snappy" response, then perhaps the maximum "value of 

Ap/p-jTß = 0.51 should be set to correspond to a given absolute displace- 

ment, say, Ap = 10°-20°. But this only serves to limit the product, 

p-jTg, to a value between about 0.5 and 1.0 without revealing a desirable 

balance between p, and Tß. 

2. Beeovezy from Qutt l^sats 

Consider now that an impulsive gust disturbance is encountered and 

that its major effect is about the roU axis. Then, representing the 

impulsive acceleration x time by Pg yields a gust-response time history 

in roll given by 

For this time response, nondimensionally identical to that shown for 

p/p0 in Eq 6 and Fig. 2, the bank angle approaches and remains near 

maximum for t/T^ > 5- Thus, supposing values of TR near 0.5, the simu- 

lated upsets, which sometimes serve as the starting point for roll- 
2k 

contiol evaluation maneuvers,  correspond roughly to those existing 

about 1.5 sec after the impulsive encounter. 

The roll response due to corrective full aileron, Eq. 7,  algebrai- 

cally added to the gust response, Eq. 11, gives the complete bank angle 

time history, 

<p(t) = p0TR^ - 1 + e-
1^) - PgTR[l - e-(t1 + ^j   (12) 

11 
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Inputs £ Gutt 
Im^uist 

y- Efftcti'vt Step Aileron 
Here, as ilTostTated at right, 

t is measured from the time at 

irttich the step aileron input 

effectively starts; and t| is 

the time over which the impulse 

response has acted up to t = 0. 

The time to recover, tg, which 

is the value of t corresponding 

to (P = 0, is given by the rela-   Sketch ^ Recovery from a Gu8t ^^ 

tionship «    . »    « 
-^+e-tR/TR(1+!Se-

t^)  =^+1 (15) 
TR        V   Po      /    Po 

The maximum bank angle excursion during igjset and recovery corresponds to 

p - 0, which, differentiating Eq 12, occurs when 

p = 0 = p0 (. - e-^) - ^  + *** 

= -(-^-t,/%) 

The value of (^x, using these relationships in Eq 12, is given by 

(1+!£e-tl/TR\ Jj. m 
\  Po     /  Po 

or when 
t_ 
TR 

^max 
POTR 

= In 

Equations 13 and I1* are plotted in Fig. h   where it may be seen 

that tR/TR is relatively insensitive to the value of ^/TR, especially 

for high values of Pg/poJ and the maximum bank angle excursion is more 

strongly, but not overwhelmingly, influenced by reasonable values of 

■tl/TR. Again, it is clear that, for a given value of p0, there will 

be a progressive improvement in performance as TR is reduced. 

3. Acceleration-Limited Stops 

Coming back now to the notion of stopping displacement, let's 

consider a simplified situation in which steady (but not necessarily 

maximum) roll rate is stopped by an abrupt aileron reversal of arbitrary 
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BBgnitude. Beferring to the sketch below, auad analc^ous to Eqs. 6 

and 7» for t > tj (tijrae starts at t^), 

1 1 . 

♦a 

1 f-^   1 -At — 
«. 

Sketch 5« Quick-Stop Maneuver 

i- - 1 - (n + l)(l -e-t/TR) « -n + (n + l)e"t/TR 
Po 

-* ä -nt + 
Po 

(13) 

(n+l)TR(l -e"
t/TR) 

But for p = 0 fron Eq 15, 

whereby 

»-VTR _ _n__ . _t_ 
~n+1 ' TR 

In! m 
1 - e "VTR _ _L. 

" n+1 

-Ä. . , _ n ta (H±l) 
PoTR 

06) 

This function, plotted in Fig. 5 (note that at n = 1 the value of 

^P/PQTR is the same as the maximum Ap/p^ß of Pig. 5) indicates that 

increasing n beyond a value of about 2 has a diminishing return; we 

postulate therefore that the pilot will seldom use aileron deflections 

to stop rolling motions greater than about twice the initiating deflec- 

tion. However, even neglecting stick force considerations, the pilot 

may not elect to use such an "optimal" program because of the attendant 

high rolling accelerations. If the value of n is limited by some 

comfortable level of p, then the reduced stopping angles inherent in 
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decreased TR'S (for ^p/p^ = constant, corresponding to 2 < n < 3) may 

not in fact be realizable. 

To examine tfeis proposition, notice from Sketch 5 that imx occurs 

at the aileron reversal point or, in terms of Eq 15, at t = C. That 

is, differentiating Sq 1 5 and setting t = 0, 

pinax ^ _ n-i-t /^ ^v 

Po  "   % 

Suppose now there is a critical ^nlue, T^, below ^lich the desired 

value, UQ,  is not comfortably usable because of the attendant high (and 

limiting) roll acceleration:roll rate ratio, (-Pinax/Po)liBlit- 
Then 

n will be limited to some value less than DQ as TR decreases below TRQ, 

i.e., from Eq 17, 
n + 1     TR  for !!<, 
°o + 1    TRo      ^ 

Recognizing that the nondimensional stopping bemk angle, Ap/p0TR, is a 

function of n (Fig. 5) and therefore of TR/TRQ permits the construction 

of Pig. 6. Here, without considering acceleration effects the stopping 

angle decreases linearly with decreasing Tp or T^/TR . However, if 

stopping accelerations become critical, then performance does not imnrove 

with decreasing TR below the critical values of TRQ and Ap0, but instead 

levels out as shown. The vertical rise in &p/&p0 for  low values of TR/TP 

is associated with n-•-0, which implies that the stopping and starting 

accelerations are identical (see Sketch 5). Therefore this region is of 

no practical interest since the pilot will reduce his Initiating aileron 

deflection to keep roll acceleration within comfortable limits. 

If "snappy" open-loop bank angle control is any criterion, we would, 

on the basis of these results, expect to find little change in open-loop 

performance, or rating for TR < TRQ. The -value of TR is, however, not 

a universal constant, but varies largely because of p0 (Eq 17). That 

is, even assuming a given critical p^x and a desired n « 2, TR^ is still 

linearly dependent on p0, the roll rate from which the stop maneuver is 

initiated. Thus, for classes of.airplanes not expected to maneuver 



violently, where the normally desired naxlaun roll rate is low (not the 

oaxiiBum attainable, but the naximum used), the value of T^ will also be 

low, and vice versa of course. A rough indication of the probable magni- 

tude of ™*TrtTmim Tj^ will be developed in Section IV in connection with 

available iMmtning qualities data. In the meantime it is iiqportant to 

note that these conjectures inqsly that the absence of motion effects (as 

in a fixed-base simulator) may alter the pilot's opinion of "good" or 

"acceptable" TR'S. 

While there is a large variety of possible maneuvers worthy ef study 

it is suggested in Ref. 5 (and earlier works referenced therein) that 

the "sidestep" is representative of the most severe lareral maneuver 

pilots ordinarily wish to perfom "smoothly." This maneuver, illustrated 

in Sketch 6 (from Ref. 7) is required to eliminate the lateral displace- 

ment between the airplane's flight path and the runway centerline which 

Sketch 6, Bank Angle Time History During "Sidestep" 

may confront the pilot on breakout from an instrument letdown. Because 

of the proximity to the ground and the low airspeeds involved, the 

maneuver is smoothly performed and is in general (i.e., for all air- 

craft types) restricted by the pilot to values of q> less than about 

50°-55° (Ref. 10). 
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While such maneuvers are surely not performed in a completely open- 

loop fashion, the open-loop aspects seem to predominate over the closed- 

loop. Whatever the actual partitioning may be, it is highly instructive 

to examine the (open-loop) aileron input pattern required to obtain the 

nearly sinusoidal bank angle time histoiy sketched. As might be antici- 

pated, toe input pattern depends on the ratio of TR/T, where T is the 

total maneuver time, übe nature of this dependence and its implications 

can most easily be shown by constructing a time history in q» which has 

smooth and consistent values of the derivatives f aad $ associated with 

it| the corresponding values of 5a (t) are then given by Eq 1 in the time 

domain, i.e., 

I^Jt) = 9(t) + ~ 9(t) (18) 

Figure Ta presents assumed time histories of <p, qp, and $ nonmlized 

with respect to Pp^x, and ilg. Jb the corresponding required aileron 

motions. (Similar results are presented in Refs. 8 and 9 for a smooth 

bank and stop maneuver.) The analytic forms used to generate Pig. 7a 

are 
*{$    =   A(1 - cos urn $)        for       0<|<i;1-i<|<1 

^(i-i)    =   -B + c cos 2*1 (l-.u        for       i<^<1-i 
(19) 

where the constants are determined by the boundary conditions: 

at | = 1 ~/t 
T m 

pmax 

The resulting values are 

A   *       ^-3?max    '    B   =   --iT    '    c   =   "—^-P] 

and   m   =   3 + ^5"   =   5.256 
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It can be appreciated from Fig. 7 that as Tg/T increases, the 

correspaodence betvren what the pilot is doing with the ailerons and 

what the airplane is doing in roll gradually disappears. For examplef 

at TR/T =0,15 the phasing between aileron and roll rate is so bad that 

at mxlmmn aileron displacement (t/T « O.^OJ) the roll rat« is only 

about 65 percent of the nwrtimnB finally achieved, smA the jmximm itself 

is only l/l .66 « 60 perc«it of the potential roll rate given by löa^aTR. 

Also, the second aileron zero-crossing at t/T « 0.57 occur« when the 

bank angle is only about 60 percent of the desired maximua value. Other 

aspects of the mismatch between the aileron and rolling time histories 

as TR/T increases could be cited; but it must already be fairly clear 

that the possibility of smoothly performing the desired maneuver largely 

disappears for TJR/'S greater than about 0.1. As a matter of fact, analysis 

of the data presented in Ref. 10 shows that, based on isolated maneuvers, 

the highest value of TR/T used in the flight tests reported was about 0.09- 

Based on average maneuver times for each of the aircraft involved, the 

maxliman value of TR/T was about 0.075« 

Another influence on maneuver time is the lateral displacement 

required or desired as a result of the maneuver. This can be computed 

approximately as in Ref. IG by considering the 9 motion to be a pure 

sinusoid, i.e., 

t 
*   '   Vx81112«! (21) 

Then, for the zero sideslip conditions of interest. 

y(t) i U0t(t) i u0 I ^ (p(t) dt = gVx
T H r    u 

and the lateral displacement, d, is 

d = f Jo 
y(t) dt SWT 

2K 

-.T 

I; *i* 2* I 
O 

g^ T2 

2n (22) 
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For small required displacements the value of q^,. will not reach the 

maximal used for large displacements (50°- 35°) hut wiH, Instead, he 

limited hy availahle roll rates. From Eq 2l the maximum roll rate used 

in the sinusoidal maneuver is 

_ 2* 
pmax " T TJ»x 

and substituting for q^^ in Eq 22, 

If we correct the values of T given hy Eqs. 22 and 25 for the additional 

time, t0, between the start (and etop) of the maneuver and the attain- 

ment of (and recovery from) the sinusoidal motion assumed in Eq 21, we 

get 

T,. = 2t, 

Tq, = 2t 

Ww. {2k) 
A/2 K     ' 

0  \6^x; 

for the roll-rate-limited and bank-angle-limited maneuver times, 

respectively. These simplified relationships, plotted in Fig. 8 for 

typical values, are shown in Ref. 10 to correlate quite well with 

experimentally observed maneuver times, and the corresponding maximum 

bank angles and available roll rates. 

Reference 10 notes further that whereas short-maneuver-time performance 

would be improved by more abrupt aileron motions, these were not appar- 

ently used by either the RAE or the airline pilots who flew the fourteen 

aircraft involved in the Ref. 10 tests. Furthermore, the RAE group were 

instructed to perform the most rapid maneuver possible consistent with 

normal safety, whereas the airline pilots were merely asked to use tech- 

niques normally employed during bad weather commercial operations. 

There was remarkable consistency between the pilot groups and among the 

fourteen aircraft, which covered a weight range from 9500 to 115,000 lb, 

wing spans between 33 and ]k2  ft, wing loadings between 23 and 62 lb/ft^, 
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and approach speeds between $0 and 135 kt. Use tests were all conducted 

in good visibility and it is conceivable that under more adverse weather 

conditions, smaller naximum bank angles would have been used. 

Fl-ure 8 shows that from the standpoint of p^ roll perfonnance- 

the short maneuver times will be critical. "Ehe time available for 

maneuver is of course inversely proportional to airspeed and directly 

proportional to the breakout altitude (ceiling). Present trends toward 

increased speeds and reduced minimums can only be detrimental in reducing 

the available maneuver time. In fact, if the sidestep maneuver is to be 

completed before the initiation of the flare, the time available rapidly 

approaches zero for Tnlnlmums approaching 100 ft. (This statement is 

especially true if flares are normally Initiated at about 100 ft alti- 

tude, as indicated in Ref. 11.) Under these circumstances no reasonably 

available roll performance will suffice and the only recourse is to 

reduce lateral errors at breakout to values compatible with zero 

maneuveriEg. 

Presumably this state of affairs is not imminent (operationally at 

least) and lateral errors must still be corrected. To get a better 

appreciation for possible payoffs due to increased rolling performance, 

consider the time increment, ££P « Tp - T©. From Fig. 8 it may be seen 

that this increment remains fairly constant for a reasonably large vari- 

ation in displacement, d, for the low maneuver times which are critical; 

therefore its maximum value (with respect to variations in d) is generally 

applicable to this region. This maximum, obtained by manipulating Eq 2k, 

is given by 

~— —— = 0.93'   
*' -wax Pmax 

^max = o? ^  = 0-931 ^ (25) 

Obviously, increasing V^^x without limit will result in negligible 

improvement at great cost—a very poor payoff. A more reasonable 

design approach is to equate the time increment to the additional 

maneuver distance required, Vo^maxi  or t*0 consider the percentage 

increase in maneuver time and distance. The former «seems more reason- 

able in that it emphasizes the desirability of reduced approach speeds. 
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whereas the latter does not. If, accordingly, ve consider an increment 

of 500 ft a reasonable price to pay for a limited roll rate, ve get an 

allow^ls ^PJBJC - 2 sec (for U0 « 250 ft/sec); and, for (j^x i 50°, a 

required rnlnimum pjg^ of about 150/sec. This value coincides with that 

recomoended, on the basis of pilot acceptance, in Ref. 10. 

J Of course the p^y actually achieved will approach the maximum 

t steady-state value only if TR/T is reasonably small, as noted above. 

However, as also noted above, the postulated smooth maneuver cannot be 

executed unless TR/T is small (say, less than about 0.075). 
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With our theoretical background established, ve now turn to a 

consideration of available handling qualities experimental data. In 

this section ve win examine such data as are relevant to the determi- 

nation of desirable roll damping. To include as wide coverage as 

possible, we note that there are situations other than ideal roll control 

which are characterized oy a transfer function of the form 

YC  "  6(TC6+1) 
(26) 

h     .        -^c t     .          N5r                 0 
5C    ^    s(8 - Zj,) '    5r    ~    s(6 - Kr)    '    % 

These situations occur during hovering flight for VTOL aircraft and heli- 
2l 

copters  as reflected in the altitude, heading, and pitch (for Mu = 0) con- 

trol transfer functions, 

IÄT   W 

Accordingly, our search for applicable data includes the VTOL and heli- 

copter handling qualities area despite our primary concern with conven- 

tional airplanes. Table I summarizes the sources of applicable data and 

the conditions under which they were obtained. 

Figure 9 presents the data felt to be most directly pertinent to the 

question of roll damping requirements—those for roll control. In 

general, each of the data points plotted is that yielding the minimum 

(best) rating, as influenced by control power variations, for the given 

value of TR (some exceptions are noted). The trends are gratifyingly 

uniform in terms of rating increments as a function of TR. For example, 

all the plots show that, for increasing TR, rating degradations first 
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appear at a value of TR somewhere between 0.5 and 1.0. Also, the 

raaxlmnn increment In rating in going from very low to very high values 

of TR is about 3 to 3-1/2 points. These results are completely con- 

sistent with the expectations expressed in Section II based on closed- 

loop considerations. However, some of the data clearly involve open- 

loop qualities (see Table I) and it is not obvious why simple closed- 

loop analysis should so successfully predict the observed results. 

Before attempting to answer this and similar questions which may arise, 

let'? first take a look at the remaining data. 

Figure 10, although also roll control^data, shows a different picture 

of incremental rating with decreasing TR. Now there is a steady improve- 

ment in rating down to values as low as TR = 0.1 . These treed» obtained 

in tests involving neither motion nor random Inputs are, however, not 

inconsistent with the open-loop abrupt-aileron analyses presented in 

Section III. There we noted that there is "a more or less continuous 

performance improvement as TR is reduced." The Ref. 25 data, which 

support these general trends with decreasing TR, are especially note- 

worthy because of an apparent favorable shift in rating. These data, 

obtained in a simulation of supersonic transport cruise conditions 

(M » 3.0, h = 70,000 ft), seem to indicate that pilots are willing to 

accept much larger roll time constants for this type of operation. 

However, this very limited evidence of a size or mission effect on 

acceptable TR'S is not supported by the moving-base results of Ref. 57 

(cross-hatched area in Fig. 9) which simulated operating conditions 

identical to those of Ref. 25. 

Figures 11-15 present available data on other tasks involving 

controlled elements of the form given by Eq 26. Again, for those data 

which extend into the region below Tc = 1 there is a leveling off of 

pilot rating. 

The salient facts emerging from an examination of these plots and 

the related test conditions given in Table I are: 

1 .  All data obtained in the presence of random disturb- 
ance inputs or, in their absence, with motion effects 

present show the same rating trends with time constant. These 
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trends disclose a basic insensitivity to time constants less 
than about 0.5 —1 «0. 

2.  AH data obtained in the absence of both notion 
effects and random disturbance inputs show continuing 

sensitivity to decreasing time constants as low as 0.1. 

These facts are consistent with the theoretical notions developed in 

Sections II and III. For example,  we observed earlier that for »closed- 

loop tasks involving tracking of a random input we would expect no 

rating improvement for TR'S less than about 0.5. We also noted that 

for open-loop control there would be a gradual improvement in performance 

as TR was reduced, provided there were no limiting acceleration effects. 

On this last point there is only one set of data, the Ref. 12 tests, 

which can be singled out as being definitely influenced only by motion 

effects for low values of TR. Furthermore, these tests included both 

moving-base and fixed simulations (Figs. 9 and 10), and the differences 

between these are consistent with the above-noted general conclusions. 

Accordingly, we would say that for the moving-base simulation the critical 

value of TR (that at which acceleration-limiting appears) is about one. 

That is, the leveling out of rating with decreasing TR shown in Fig. 9, 

when viewed in the light of Fig. 6, renults in an estimated value of 

TRQ = 1. From Eq, 17 and taking n = 2, the corresponding critical roll- 

acceleration-to-roll-rate ratio would be VJ^^/VQ ■ 5» To check this 

result we note that the comparative äata and the associated discussion 

of motion effects given in Ref. 12 indicate that for "values (of p) 

greater than about 10 rad/sec2...the forces on the pilot, which arise 

from the angular accelerations, hinder his ability to control precisely..." 

Further, the "best" values of LSaBamax corresponding to the data plotted in 

Figs. 9 and 10 convert in the fixed-base case (Fig. 9 of Ref. 12) to an 

almost constant steady roiling velocity, p0 = TRI§ 8a^^ of about k  rad/sec 

for TR < 1. These two numbers yield a value of Pnax/Po = 2'5^ which is in 

quite good agreement with that obtained above (=5) from the consequences 

of identifying the value of TRQ. This shows that the data are roughly 

self-consisttnt on the basis of the acceleration-limited open-loop model 

derived in Section III-A-5. However, it also leads to the expectation 
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that similar studies conducted, not for fighter-type, but, say, for 

transport-type aircraft would yield a lower value of Ti^ because of 

possibly lower desirable values of p0. 

For the closed-loop model we are now in a position to better define 

| the TL versus £R relationship roughly depicted in Sketch 1. That is, 

using Fig, 1 to estimate T^ for a given value of TR and the Fig. 9 data 

for äR(TR), we get the points shown in Fig. 14. Here the vertical 

dashes represent the uncertainties involved in estimating TL from Fig. 1. 

Unfortunately, the scatter resulting from this process offers little 

improvement over tue crude guess of Sketch 1. 

The general conclusions which derive from the data and the analyses 

are: 

1. Fixed-base simulations which employ random inputs to 
disturb the "airpJane" in roll offer the simplest 

means of determining the valid effects of roll damping on 
pilot rating trends. This result is in line with the notion 
that closed-loop tracking tasks are generally more demanding 
as regards system dynamics than open-loop tasks. 

2. Values of TR below about 0.5 to 1.0 do not result in 
improved pilot ratings. 

5,  The maximum vplue of TR considered "satisfactory" 
(rating of 3-1/2) for valid tests (Fig. 9) appears 

to be about 1.5- This value is consistent with the faired 
data of Ref. 12 and the limits proposed in Ref. 22 which 
require TR^Q^ < 1 .J or 1 .5, depending on airplane configura- 
tion and class. 

Conclusion 2 does not reflect possible rating improvements due to 

the reduced values of [qp/ßl which result from decreasing values of TR. 

As discussed in Ref. 1, there are a large variety of jcp/ßl "effects" 

which require careful evaluation when the real, three-degree-of- 

freedom, lateral-directional motions are considered. Also, as is 

clear from the gust recovery analysis of Section III-A-2, small values 

of TR are helpful in preventing large gust upsets and in effecting 

quick recovery (except for asymmetric vertical gusts where Pg is pro- 

portional to 1 /TR). However, all such side effects do not impose 

intrinsic requirements on the value of TR, because there are other 

(preferred) ways of countering them. 
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SEOÜTZQi ? 

The maxinMni rolling moments obtainable with full aileron displacement 

or maximum pilot force must in general be sufficient to: 

1. Balance the airplane under all conditions of aero- 
dynamic, inertial, or power-plant asymmetries 

2. Maintain attitude in steady side winds or deliberate 
sideslips 

3« Maintain or quickly recover attitude in gusty air 

h.   Permit rapid recovery from spins 

5. Permit crosswind landings and takeoffs 

6. Perform required maneuvers consistent with the 
airplane's effective utilization 

The relative magnitude of the aileron power required to cope with each 

or combinations of the above requirements obviously varies with configu- 

ration details and operational type. In spite of this there are very 

few current airplanes which, designed to meet the Item 6 "requirement," 

expressed as a pilot's "desire," fail to meet any of the others. This 

may stem from the pilot's basic concern with providing for Items 1 -5 

and his corresponding assessment of desirable "maneuvering" character- 

istics. At any rate, in practice, this leads to the specification of 

aileron power in terms of "desirable rolling characteristics as expressed 

by a variety of metrics, e.g., maximum steady roll rate, p0, or wing-tip 

helix angle, p0b/2u0; bank angle attainable in a given time with or with- 

out stopping; or average roll rate for a specified time interval, or for 

a specified roll displacement, etc. Such over-all criteria, which have 

the virtue of simplicity, may have unduly penalized certain current con- 

figurations and may on the other hand be inadequate for some future 
7 

designs.' 
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It is iisportant therefore somehov to separate the considerations of 

Items 1-5 that consciously or unconsciously get into the Item 6 category. 

The point is that all the above-listed considerations except Item 6, aoä 

to some extent Item 3,  are determinable through standard engineering pro- 

cedures. If we knew vfaat "desirable'*—presumably, therefore, required — 

maneuvers were (Item 6), and if we had a metric and a design procedure for 

determining adequate recovery from gust upsets (item 3), we could, by also 

routinely considering Items 1, 2, k,  and 5, obtain e clear picture of 

realistic roll power requirements. Accordingly, the material vhich follows 

is devoted to an exploration of the troublesome Item 6 and Item 3 require- 

ments. The first is treated under the heading of "Combat Maneuvering 

Situations"; and, because recovery from gusts is most critical during 

landing approach, the second is treated under "Landing Approach Consider- 

ations." Also included in the latter are son» aspects of maneuvering 

requirements for approach conditions. 

Cadbftt Manguarerlng COMldgratlODi. In addition to trying to eliminate 

extraneous considerations from desirable maneuvering characteristics, we 

must also define the metric most descriptive of pilot desires. In both 

respects the data of Ref. 12 (see Table I) are invaluable. In the first 

place the pilot's ratings were entirely related to his assessment of "desir- 

able" combat roll performance; Riad secondly the ratings were shown (in 

Fig. 17 of Ref. 12) to correlate with bank angle achievable in one second 

provided TR were less than about 1.3- This correlation is also shown in a 

slightly different presentation iu Fig. 15« Here the Ref. 12 points used 

in Fig. 9, those for best opinion at a given level of TR, are plotted on the 

I* 5arnax vs TR grid (symbols O, EJ). Lines of constant bank angle in 

one second, <p.p and maximum roll rate, p0, are parallel to the heavy 

reference lines shown (for cpi = 1 rad, and p0 = 1 rad/sec) and displaced 

vertically so that Ij6a6a = qp-j (L55)re:f or V0{l^P)ref'    ^e see therefore 

that cp-j = 1 .8 rad = 100° comes very close to the kind of rolling perform- 

ance the pilots find most desirable for fighter aircraft* (i.e., matches 

^Reference 58? received just prior to final edition of this report, 
shows correlation of the Ref. 12 faired boundaries with various bank and 
stop maneuvers. The satisfactory boundary corresponds, for TR < 0.8, to 
bank and stop of 1.5 rad in 2 sec. 
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the Bef. 12 data). FtirtlierEore this res'xLt, except for the scatter in 

unfaired data points selected, is essentially independent of the value 

of TR. limited degradation from this "optimal" performance does not 

strongly affect opinion; and, as shown  in Ref. 12, values of <P| as low 

as about 50° are still considered "satisfactory" (for lit < 1). 

Additional data plotted in Fig. 15 are unfortunately not as clearly 

interpretaible as to desirable characteristics although they again corre- 

late with q^ rather than p0. These data (synObols O, ^) are for hoverlag 

flight conditions and although characterized by 1^ 5«   it is doubtful 

that mMflimim deflections were ever utilized. Thus there is a strong 

suspicion that the pilot's opinions were here related to stick sensitivity, 

IA (dB^dSg), rather than maximum roll power. The question of optiawm 

sensitivity or gain, will be discussed later in Section VI. 

Considering now the question of required maneuvers for combat 

aircraft, we take note of a number of studies of the roll-control aspects 

of tactical maneuvers employed with various weapon-delivery systems. t>'^) 

In particular, the Ref. 28 analyses of extreme -'.aterceptor cosibat situa- 

tions show that: 

a. The range required to maneuver to a collision course 
at 2g decreases by a maximum of about 2 percent for 
increasing average roll rates greater than about 20°/sec. 
For roll rates greater than about 60°/sec,  the maxi- 
mum realizable reduction in range is about 0.5 percent. 

b. The "safe launch zone" with respect to target 
illumination and breakaway considerations for an 
average roll rate of 250/sec is 9^ percent of that 
for infinite roll rate. 

c. The area, within a 50 mile radius of the first 
target, susceptible to an immediate second attack 
(involving, first, breakaway, re-attack and, second, 
breakaway) with a maximum roll rate of 250/sec is 
about 88 percent of that for 900/sec which is about 
9^ percent of that for infinite roll rate. 

d. For ground support maneuvers, average roll rates 
greater than k-Qß/eec offe^. ''ittle improvement in 
target coverage. 

Only when a number of successive rolling maneuvers are involved, as in 

the Item c second-attack situation, does increasing roll performance 

begin to show a significant improvement. However, even for this 
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extreiae case roll rates greater than about ycP/sec are umfarranted. The 

remining situations requi^ no «ore than about k0o/sec. 

Reference 28 also considers the effect of roll performance on high 

speed (M » 0.9) obstacle or collision avoidance through lateral displacement 

only. The results show that the roll rate beyond vhich there is a small and 

diainishing ioprovemsnt increases wltii load factor. For example, an obstacle 

only 15 percent narrower than that cleamble at an average roll rate of 

1%0o/sec (the maxtiBnm investigated) and load factors of 2, 5, and k can 

be cleared by the drastically reduced average roll rates shown below: 

Obstacle distance Bange (deg/sec) required to clear 85 percent 
down-range      of the width clearable at }k0o/eec 

n « 2 n = 3 n s 4 

2000 ft 75 80 100 

4000 ft 60 70 80 

8000 ft ko 60 70 

Considerations of this kind have led to the suggestion that maximum avail- 

able roll rate should increase with available load factor; but the trend 

noted here is not present in the combat maneuvers discussed above. Also, 

confining the obstacle clearance maneuver to the horizontal plane seems 

unrealistically restrictive. 

Reference 30, which is a combined analytical and flight-test evaluation 

of tail-chE.se, shows that the roll performance required to follow the most 

extreme target maneuver considered (l80o in 1.4 sec, £n = 4g in 1 sec, 

range/speed « 1 sec) is p0 = 150
o/sec and Lg 5«^ = 5 rad/sec2. These 

figures convert to TR = 0.524 and, using Fig. 15, to q^ =1.25 rad = 72°. 

The permissible reduction in rolling performance of the chasing airplane 

(relative to the target) is due to the effective lead time given by range/speed, 

That is, the attacker must turn at the same point in space as his quarry; 

but he can do this range/speed seconds later. Only at very low values of 

range/speed will differences in roll performance have an important effect 

on the attacker's ability to prosecute, or the target's ability to evade, 

an attack. For modem fire-control systems with fairly large effective 

ranges, roll performance does not appear critical in tail-chase attacks. 
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Beference 29, a study of the effects of the limits (heading and range) 

from which a successful collision-course interception can he mounted, con- 

cludes only that roll performance is of little consequence compared to 

normal acceleration capability—a general conclusion of aH the studies 

examined. 

So far it seems that the "optimum" 100° in 1 sec found in Ref. 12 

is somewbat more than is realistically required for combat situations or 

obstacle avoidance. 

Ignding Approach ConsldergtloDa» Turning now to the question of 

roll performance for approach conditions, Ref. 2k  contains flight-test 

assessments of fuH aileron effectiveness in raising a wing presumed 

thrown down 50° by a gust. The procedure was to apply full aileron 

(rudder-fixed) from a stabilized 50° bank in one direction to bank angles 

of 0° and 50° in the opposite direction and rate performance according 

to the following rating scale: 

a. Satisfactory — Sufficient response to pick up a 
wing with control to spare. 

b. Marginal — Barely enough response to pick up a wing 
with no control to spare. 

c. Unsatisfactory — Insufficient response to pick up 
a wing consistently to assure a safe landing. 

d. Unacceptable — Response so low as to be considered 
unsafe. 

The resulting conditions of marginal performance (between b and c) were 

shown to correlate best with the bank angle change at 1 sec (cp^); other 

parameters considered were peak roll rate, bank angle change at peak 

roll rate, and roll rate at 1 sec. The suggested criterion values are 

bank angle changes of 20° in 1 sec for small high-performance and all 

carrier-based airplanes and 8° in 1 sec for (large or slow) land-based 

airplanes. Unfortunately these numbers tell us little about the maneuver 

capability desired during landing approach, but rather are directly 

indicative of piloting desires as regards recovery from gust upsets 

(Item 5). Further, there is some question as to whether the pilot's 
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desires are properly represented by a njiniamm bank angle in 1 sec or 

perhaps more appropriately by a recovery time (i.e., time to return to 

zero bank). Figure 16 compares the bank angle in 1 sec data of Ref. 24 

with the tiae to bank 50° (simulated recovery time) as extrapolated from 

the complete data of Ref. 2k.    It can be seen that a tin» to bank 30°, 

tiQO, of about 1.55 sec is just as representative of pilot desires as a 

bank angle of 20° in 1 sec. 

The  conceptual difficulty with a gust-recovery requirement br,seu on 

kink angle in 1 sec is that it does not allow for differences in the 

gust response characteristics of various airplanes. For example, the 

time required for a given gust input to upset a variety of airplanes 30° 

will surely vary with inertia, roll dancing, etc. Thus on the slower- 

responding airplanes we would expect the pilot to initiate recovery 

action before the upset had reached 50°• Under these circumstances why 

should he require as much bank angle response in 1 sec? On the other 

hand it was shown earlier (Fig. h)  that recovery time for gust inputs con- 

sistent with the upsets simulated in Ref, 2k  is essentially independent 

of the time or bank angle at which recovery is initiated. To illustrate 

the effect on roll-power requirements of these two criteria forms, con- 

sider a nominal "good" value of TR = 0.5, a gust upsetting impulse of say, 

Pg = 6k0/sec  and a full aileron bank angle response in 1 sec, cp-], of 20°; 

for the latter the corresponding value of p0 (from Fig. 2  for t/TR = 2) 

is 350/sec. Then, from Fig. k}  for initiation times, t-], of 0.5 and 1 sec 

the corresponding recovery times, tp, are both 1 .36 sec and the maximum 

bank angles are 25.1° and 28°, respectively. For this same basic airplane 

with a twofold increase in roll inertia, the value of TR is doubled, the 

value of Pg is halved, and p0 is unaffected. Then the bank angle change 

in 1 sec due to a step aileron is reduced to 12.9° and the recovery time 

(for ti = 0.5 sec) is increased to 1.60 sec. To make this higher inertia 

configuration hold the 20° in 1 sec criterion requires a 55 percent 

increase in roll power; to hold the recovery time constant at 1.56 sec 

requires a 2^ percent increase. 

We see therefore that the concept of recovery time :'.s far less 

sensitive to changes in inertia than the notion of a bank angle change 
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in 1 sec. Flight experience tends to support this relative insensitivity 

of required roU power to iiiertia changes. For example Ref. 24, itself, 

points out that the gust response of large airplanes is less than small 

airplanes and suggests a lower required hank angle in ] sec for such air- 

craft. Also, Ref. 22 allows a h-0 percent reduction in full aileron rolling 

response for take-off and landing with external fuel tanks. Finally, 

conversations with manufacturers and government agencies indicate that 

there is little deterioration in pilot acceptance when external stores 

which roughly double the rolling inertia are added. 

These observations support the notion that the proper specification 

of adequate roll control for gust upsets must consider the gust response 

of the aircraft. Presumably this can be accomplished by a variable 

requirement on bank angle in 1 sec. However, it appears to the 

writer that a more straightforward and perhaps more instructive approach 

is to require recovery from a design gust in a given time. Of course the 

time available for recovery depends on the approach speed and the space 

available for completing the landing. Thus we would expect allowable 

recovery times for carrier landing airplanes to be considerably shorter 

than those for land-based aircraft. In fact the few data shown in Ref. 2k 

for "land-based" aircrrft do indicate that allowable bank angles in 

1 sec are less, as already noted; 8° rather than the 20° shown for carrier 

landing aircraft. The main arguments used to support this lower figure* 

are the observations that the Eouglas C-155B and Boeing KC-155 which 

roiled k0  and 6° in 1 sec were rated "slow response" and "good," 

respectively. Also, the Piper Aztec was considered unsatisfactory 

at 11°. 

The flight test data of Refs. 25 and 26 are consistent with the numbers 

quoted above for the bank angle responses of the two large airplanes and 

show recovery times (from 30° bank to 0°) of 5.5 and 2.5 sec and maximum 

roll rates of l20/sec and l80/sec, respectively (see Table II to be 

discussed later). In view of these latter figures there is some question 

* Reference 59, received during the final editing of this report, 
shows that "for the larger gross weight aircraft values of approximately 
8° bank angle after "! sec for full control resulted in satisfactory 
response. 
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as to whether the ratings quoted in Ref. 2h vere based on bank angle 

increment in a given time, recovery time or (most likely) maximum roll 

rate. Note that Ref. 31 contains the recommendation that miniiHum roll 

pover for large airplanes be I5c)/sec. This figure coincides exactly with 

that recommended in Ref. 10 as discussed in Section in in connection with 

the lateral sidestep maneuver. If in spite of this we give full credence 

to the notion of recovery time as being of sole importance in these find- 

ings we conclude that a time of about 3 sec is a probable maximum 

satisfactory value for large land-based aircraft. The recovery time 

corresponding to the 8° in 1 sec proposed in Ref. 24 and supported 

principally by the Piper Aztec (U-lla) data is about 2.1 sec. This 

reduced figure may be due to the "livelier" airplane (i.e., high gust 

response) involved or may, again, represent a minimum desirable level of 

steady roll-rate (about 22°/sec). Finally in this connection note that 

the proposed minimum requirement for p = 150/sec in 1.5 sec of Ref. 27 

converts to a recovery time of about 2.5 sec (for TR between 0-5 and 1 .5) 

In summary it appears, as regards rolling power during landing approach, 

that there is a fundamental side-step maneuvering requirement for a 

steady roll rate greater than about 15°/sec*    In addition, it appears 

necessary to recover from impulsive-type maximum gust upsets in less 

than about 5 sec for land-based airplanes or less than about 1.35 sec 

for carrier-landing aircraft. It is understood, of course, that the 

aileron power requirements for such recoveries win depend on individual 

values of airplane derivatives (e.g.. Giß) and the type of gusts considered 

Roll Performance of "Current" Aircraft. Table II is a compilation of 

the roll performance of recent USÄF airplanes which gives some additional 

insight on the influence of mission and size on roll performance require- 

ments. Such a compilation suffers because the variation of roll performance 

■** 

*As observed earlier, these figures should logically depend on 
distance available for recovery/approach speed but present data do not 
warrant such refinement. 

^Reference 7 contains faiud data which show that maximum aileron 
rolling moment must exceed that due to a step side gust by at least 
50 percent. It may also be pertinent to consider more complicated gust 
input forms, e.g., those associated with vortices shed from large airplanes. 
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over the entire flight regime cannot conveniently be shown. The 

values selected for Combat or Cruise are those considered by the writer 

to be most significant in the present context or specifically called out 

in the referenced reports. They usually correspond to average performance 

under typical operating conditions (in some cases a range in performance 

is indicated). The values selected for landing approach are those for 

the minimum speed tested in the PA configuration. Also^ consistent with 

our attempt to consider pure roll performance disassociated from unfavor- 

able yawing effects, rudder-coordinated data were used where available. 

The pilot coraments are not necessarily specifically related to the isolated 

performance shown, but generally reflect his over-all impression. Excep- 

tions are those airplanes whose roll performance in the approach condition 

was separately commented on. Also, the comments do not necessarily have 

a common basis in terms of the adjectives used; and the differences 

between "satisfactory" and "adequate" or "good" and "excellent" may be 

nonexistent. Finally, in some cases the data plots were used to esti- 

mate values of cp.|, ^  (hank angle in 2 sec), and t^o» and there 

appear to be slight discrepancies in some of the values so obtained. 

These may in fact be real differences due to the varying rapidity with 

which full aileron was applied, in turn perhaps due to differences in 

control system response. (Time histories, in general available for the 

approach conditions, were used to identify the point at which aileron 

maneuvering force was applied. For cases not documented with time 

histories, a suitable effective time delay was used.) 

Taking Table II at face value, it appears that: 

1. For Fighter Airplanes 

a. In combat conditions 

(1) Bank angles in 1 sec, cp1, greater than about 
6o0 are considered satisfactory. 

(2) Bank angles In 1 sec, cp-i, less than about h^0 

are considered unsatisfactory. 

(3) Steady roll-rate, p0, is a poor metric of 
desirable performance (e.g., compare F-100C with 
F102A). 
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b. All adLrplanes tested had satisfactory roll performance 
in approach. The maxiinum value of t^o© recorded was 
1.3 sec, the minimum p0 was pOO/sec. 

2. For Heavy Bombers or Transports 

a. In cruise conditions 

(1) Bank angle in 1 sec does not correlate too 
wen with evaluation comments. For example, 
the differences between "adequate", "satisfactory" 
and "very good" are not apparent in this parameter. 

(2) Time to bank 50° (t^Qo) is somewhat better as a 
correlating parameter but does not appear to be 
quite as good as the bank angle obtainable in 
2 sec. 

(3) A "good" value for bank angle in 2 sec, (pg, 
for no external loadings appears to be about 50°. 

b. In approach conditions 

(1) Bank angle in 1 sec is not of sufficient 
sensitivity to account for the different pilot 
comments. 

(2) Time to bank 30°, tjo^ of about 3.5 sec 
seems to be the maximum acceptable, with values 
below about 3 considered satisfactory. These 
values can apparently increase for high roll- 
inertia conditions as indicated by the KB-52C data. 

(3) Minimum acceptable roll-rates can apparently be 
as low as about 12°/sec. 

3. For Intermediate Airplane Types 

a. In cruise conditions "satisfactory" values of cp^ 
steadily diminish in going from light trainers 
(T-37A through T-39) to small utility transports 
(MAC-n9A) to medium bombers (B-66B) or fighter- 
bombers (F-105B). 

b. In approach conditions the data are too sparse 
to show trends but it appears that values of tjoo 
intermediate to those for fighters and heavy 
bombers are permissible. For example, the B-66B 
with p0 and (^ almost identical to the F-101A, but 
with a tyfof 1 »f,  is rated excellent, whereas the 
F-101A with a t^-pof 1 -3 is rated satisfactory. 
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These observations on specific aircraft types are not inconsistent 

with the general notions developed earlierj e.g., the Ref. 12 result 

that for fighter airplanes, q^ 's greater than about 50° are satisfactoryj 

the Ref. 28 result that roll rates greater than about 90°/sec are not 

required for fighter tactics, and values greater than about koP/sec are 

not needed for ground attack; the suggested requirement that gust-upset 

recovery times for large land-based aircraft in approach be less than 

about 5 sec, but steady roll rate be at least 150/6ec. 

Itofortunately the amount of evidence to support the latter approach 

performance minimums for smaller land-based craft is quite limited. It 

consists primarily of comparisons of the t-^p  values and the asscclated 

comments for the B-66B with those of the KC-1 55A and the C-133B' These 

show a quite consistent trend despite disparities in lize and weight. 

That is, the comments "excellent," "good," and "minimum acceptable" are 

consistent with the corresponding values of t^o which progress from 1 .? 

to 2.5 to 3-5 sec. Also, two of the intermediate airplanes (T-39 and 

SA-16B) with roll rates of 2^°/sec and 20°/sec  were still considered 

satisfactory. For the remaining STsa.ll  airplanes including fighters tnere 

is insufficient spread in either comment or performance to be indicative 

of minimum requirements. However the RB-52C data by showing larger 

satisfactory values of t-zQO for high roll inertias, tend to support the 

idea that recovery time from a gust-induced upset rather than t^o (or cp-j) 

is an appropriate parameter for judging landing approach roll performance. 

The data of Table II are considerably augmented by the corresponding 

collection given in Fig. 3 of Ref. 58 received, as noted earlier, during 

final editing of this report. In the referenced study, pilot assessments 

of twenty-one large aircraft of recent vintage (including some already 

in Table II), nineteen with spans between 89 and 1^2 ft, two with spans 

of about l80 ft, and with most having spans between 105 and 125 ft, 

are assembled to identify the boundary between satisfactory and marginal 

roll performance in approach. The boundaiy is shown to correspond to a 

bank and stop performance capability of 600 in 6.5 sec where the assumed 

aileron input involves ramp times from zero to full deflection of half a 

second. However, the boundary can also be used to compute values of pe, 
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(^, «1*2 and t^o as   presented in the following tabulation which assumes, 

consistent with Ref. 58, a 0-5 sec tiaie interval to deflect the 

ailerons. It can readily be appreciated that these data lend consider- 

able support to the general conclusions regarding acceptable approach 

REFERENCE 58 
BOMDART COORDIHATKS 

COMPUTED PERFORMAHCE 

^a^aax TR Po *} 92 t30o 

0.5 0.385 11.10/sec 4.59° 15.1° 3.35 sec 

o.k 0.5 1..5°/sec U.150 14.5° 3.36 sec 

0.3 0.7 I2.00/sec 3.55° 13.2° 3A5 sec 

0.2 1.26 l4.1f0/sec 2.75° 11.7° 3.^8 sec 

roll perfomance expressed abovt , d arrived at without their benefit. 
Q 

Tbe use of bank and stop maneuve ./ rather than the simpler and more 

easily flight-test-produced t^o seems to have been prompted by the 

consideration that a minimum of three such maneuvers are required to 

acco",' .sh the "sideslip." This notion is implicitly rejected by the 

(F_, ,'.itlative) analysis presented in Section III-B and also seems incon- 

sistent with the observed minimum sidestep maneuver times of 10 sec noted 

in Ref. 10 (i.e., three bank and stop maneuvers, each of 6.5 sec duration, 

would give a minimum acceptable sidestep maneuver time of about 20 sec). 

Coming back to the Table II data, a final observation is that the 

roll performance of large aircraft in cruise is poorly measured by con- 

ditions one seer ad after aileron application because of large inherent 

lags. Bank angle in two or more seconds is more consistently determined 

with usual flight test procedures.* A minimum value of cp2 of the order 

of 250 to 30° for "normal" airplane loadings seems Indicated. 

*Flight procedure for accurately determining full aileron roll accel- 
eration at zero roll rate, recommended ir Ref. 59, is not directly 
indicative of the actual conditions (including control response charac- 
teristics) affecting pilot rating. 
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For control situations where aaxiBaaB effectiveness is not required, 

pilots * ratings are, for a given value of TR, strongly influenced by the 

gradient or gain, 1^, as noted earlier. It has been postulated (e.g., 

Befs. 5, 35) that such influences are best "eaqilainedM in terms of the 

pilots* gain required for closed-loop operation rather than in terms of 

the vehicle gain. This seems rather a fine point in view of the apparent 

inverse relationship between Yp and Yc, but if nothing else it serves to 

remind us that "desirable" levels of gain do depend on the pilots' adapta- 

tion and the muscles and senses involved in exercising control. A bigger 

question concerns the selection of the gain, most representative over the 

pertinent frequency range, of his desires. In this connection we postu- 

late further tbat pilot gain in the crossover region is his chief concern. 

Let's examine the resulting implications in light of the available data. 

At crossover we have, by definition (see Eq 5) 

lY-MYc^)! = 1 

whereby 

i^i. _^_ = ^Eüi      (28) 

The expression on the right is the inverse of the absolute value of <?/5a(cufe) 

from Eq 1. If we consider ci^ to be roughly constant at 2.5 rad/sec, the 

reüulting values of |l§aTßYp(a\.) | depend only on TR as shown by the heavy 

reference line of Pig. 17; and, if the "best" opinion !Yp(ü\;)| is constant, 

the corresponding best values of I^SB. 
wil1 ^e parallel to this line. The 

broken-line asymptotes show that for (rfcTR < 1 the controlled-element gain 

of most importance to the pilot is L6aTR, the roll-rate gain; for (%% > 1 

it is Ig , the acceleration gain. The differences between the complete 
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curve and its asyisptotes are well within the usual uncertainties and 

tolerances associated with "optimoa" gain. Hevertheless, the data points 

shown lie fairly close to the dashed lines drawn parallel to the complete 

reference curve. 

The circled points, taken from Ref. 56, are for a center-stick 

(2 lb/in.), single-axis tracking task in the presence of a random-appearing 

forcing function compcsed of four equal amplitude input sinusoids 

(frequencies at 0.09, 0.50, 0.61*, and 1.15 rad/sec) with an rms input 

of 15° in bank. The remaining points are those for the VTOL configura- 

tions plotted on Fig. 15 which, as noted earlier, were suspected to be 

more influenced by gain than by maximum effectiveness. Interestingly 

enough these latter points are fitted equally well by either the rela- 

tionship in Fig. I? or the bank angle in 1 sec line of Fig. 15. This 

implies that .-■n alternative, albeit not clearly related measure of desir- 

able gain, may be in terms of the bank angle response in a given time, 

e.g., 1 sec. This result also follows from the asymptotic behavior 

noted in Fig. 17 and the similar behavior of Eq 7« That is, for low 

values of TR the controlled element is primarily a rate control so either 

gain or bank angle response in a given time is proportional to the rate 

gain, Ift TR. Conversely for high values of TR, control motions produce 

accelerations so that response or gain is proportional to I©a. 

For low values of TR there are scae additional data relating to 

optimum gains which can be compared with the data plotted in Fig. 17^ 

as follows: 

Ref. TR 
Optimum Gain, l6aTR 

rad/sec/in. 

^l8 

rad/sec/lb 

15 
14 

15, 16 

56 

0.55 

oM 
0.40 

o.4o 

O.56 

0.66 

1.10/5 in.* = 0.22 

1.5 

0.18 

0.55 

? 

0.75 

*   Assumes 5 in. of total linear stick travel 
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About the only point emerging fron this coniparison is the observation 

that the flight test values (Refs. 15-1>) of desirable gain are con- 

siderably less than the fixed simulator (Refs. ih,  56) values. This may 

be due to the additional degrees of freedom involved in flight versus the 

single degree of freedom simulated. Presumably with additional axes to 

control the pilot may want reduced sensitivity about the roll axis. In 

any event the lateral gradients would have to be in "harmony" with the 

other axes to be considered desirable. 

The factor of 2 or so variation in best gain for either simulator 

or flight test is not too surprising in view of the fairly flat optimum 

region characteristic of gain effects. As shown in Refs. 5 and 33, such 

spreads are to be expected within about one-half rating point of the 

faired optimum and this is about as good repeatability in delivering 

ratings as can be expected from qualified test pilots. 

In summary: 

1. "Optimum" gain variations with TR are directly 
explainable in terms of closed-loop considerations 
and a desired pilot gain at crossover. 

2. The general correlation of pilot ratings with bank 
angle in a given time is consistent with optimum gain 
considerations which "explain" the pilot's apparent 
preference for this particular open-loop metric. 

5. The magnitude of the optimum gain appears to depend 
on the additional axes of control and their gradients. 

As a final note the question of whether roll gain should be measured 

in terms of stick displacement or force remains unanswered by any of the 

data examined. It is the author's feeling, based on the observation 

that spring centered sticks are suitable for flight over large speed 

ranges (also noted in Ref. 58), that force gradients are relatively 

unimportant provided they are comfortable and provide desirable stick 

centering. 
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The foregoing analyses, data, and related discussions lead to the 

following conclusions: 

1 Values of Tg less than about 0-5 to 1.0 will not improve the 

pilot's retting of an airplane's roll response and controlla- 

bility. 

2 Values below this range may be helpful in whatever reduction 

they afford of |(p/ßj-related effects; however such effects are 

amenable to a variety of corrective measures other than reduced TR. 

,  The maximum value of TR considered satisfactory is about 1.3 

to 1.5; and there is no strong evidence in existing data or 

theoiy for allowing this value to increase with airplane size or mission. 

As a matter of fact, the speculations concerning the open-loop aspects 

of the sidestep maneuver (Section III-B) indicate that decreased maximum 

values of TR may be required for airplanes with limited available maneu- 

ver tin« due to either, or combinations of, increased approach rpeed, 

lower minimum ceilings, and shorter runway lengths (considering present- 

day Ilß localizer errors). 

.   For a given value of TR there is an "optimum" gain or sensi- 

tivity, Ijg^, and the experimental variation of the optimum with 

TR is consistent with both closed-loop and open-loop "explanations." 

The experimentally observed values of the "optimum" gain vary con- 

siderably, probably due to differences in manipulators, additional 

control axes, etc. However, the optimum region is quite broad and attain- 

ing this region does not seem to present more than a minor design problem. 

/-  Aileron power, I^o^aT«.^ nius't in general be sufficient to 

(a) balance the airplane under all conditions of aerodynamic, 

inertial, or power-plant asymmetries, (b) maintain attitude in steady 

side winds or deliberate sideslips, (c) maintain or quickly recover 
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attitude in gusty air, (d) permit rapid reco/eiy from spins, (e) permit 

crosswind landings and takeoffs, and (f) perform required aaneuvers 

consistent with the airplane's effective utilization. In normel practice 

Items c and e above, while not always critical, are usually the most 

difficult to assess and the following conclusions relate to them 

specifically. 

„  For combat and cruise conditions, the pilot opinion aspects of 
i • 

roll performance are most accurately and conveniently measured 

in terms of the hank angle achievable in a given time in response to an 

abrupt full aileron (stick) input. 

Qm     For fighter airplanes in combat condition, bank angle in one 

second, cp|, greater than about 50° appears to be a reasonably 

weU supported requirement from both the standpoint of pilot rating and 

usable maneuvering capability. 

n  For heavy bombers or transports in cruise, bank angle in two 

seconds, qp^, greater than about 25°- 30° for "normal" loadings 

seems to be indicated by the little data available (Table II). 

n  For large airplanes on approach, the most accurate and conveni- 

ent metric, generally descriptive of pilot desires, is the time 

required to roll through 50°, t^QO, following an abrupt maximum aileron 

(wheel or stick) input. The data available indicate that values of t^o 

greater than about 5 to 5*5 sec are unacceptable* 

The above limiting value of tiQO is more properly considered to 

be the maximum allowable recovery time, tR, following a bank 

angle upset due to an impulsive gust encounter. That is, the time (or 

distance) required to oppose the actual upset and restore <p = 0° condi- 

tions is critical. Thus, for example, airplanes with larger than "normal" 

values of dihedral, lA,  whereby they suffer greater upsets for a given 

gust, will presvüiably require lower values of t^Qo; but the maximum 

acceptable value of the time to recover, t^, oay still be three to three 

and one-half seconds. Gust forms other than impulsive should in general 

also be considered in Judging the acceptability of approach roll power, 

but for these the time at which recovery is initiated may be exceedingly 
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critical and it is doubtful that recovery time will be a generally valid 

criterion for all gust forms.* 

2   Large-airplane approach uaneuvering requirements seem to demand 

minimum steady roll rates, p0, greater than about l2
0-150/sec. 

,  The foregoing large-airplane approach requirements seem 

applicable as wen (in principle at least) to small and  inter- 

mediate size land-based aircraft, although definitive data on this score 

are lacking. However, tho-e are few small aircraft which do not exceed 

by a wide margin these minimum requirements. 

.   For small and intermediate carrier-based aircraft, recovery 

from gust upsets on approach mast be accomplished in considerably 

less tin» (distance) and the maximum acceptable value of tp (t^QO, as 

flight-tested) is reduced to about 1.5 sec. 

For intermediate airplanes In cruise, satisfactory values of (^ 

steadily diminish in going from light trainers to snail utility 

transports to medium bombers or fighter-bombers. 

/-   Fixed-base simulations, employing realistic gust input charac- 

teristics, displays, and properly briefed and experienced test 

pilots, are expected to give generally valid results on all the above 

aspects of roll handling qualities. 

"^Reference 58 tentatively suggests "that under approach conditions a 
large aircraft will be classed as at least 'acceptable for normal opera- 
tion' provided the bank following a 10 kt side gust can be limited to 5° 
by the use of not more than one-half aileron." 
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Figure 5. Stopping Bank Angle and Time 
Versus Ratio of Stopping to Starting Aileron Angle 
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OOMOQKCB mxim m mm VKIöK» or BUFOKX (SII WP-I n-k) 

F/L T. M. Harris, AITDL-FDCC Letter 11 /6k 

1. Conclusion 5 of Section IV not supported by Fig. 8 because 
of error in figure. 

2. Presentation of Section V confusing because of poor delinea- 
tion between important and secondary effects. 

3. Upsets due zo  jet wash should be considered. 

h.    Effect of roll capability on obstacle avoidance not clearly 
described. 

5« Questions prior establishment of mission-centered maneuver 
requirements, i.e., can't always predict all possible uses 
to which vehicle may be put. 

6. Tail chase discussion also implies that the lead pilot needs 
all the roll velocity he can get. 

?• In general should consider maneuvers in other than horizontal 
plane. 

8. Regarding sidestep maneuver, roll rate requirements might be 
less arbitrary if it were possible to establish definite 
requirements on lateral displacement. 

9. Concurs that gust recovery time appears to be a significant 
parameter and that three seconds represents an absolute 
maximum. 

10. The optimum gain discussion nicely ties theory and experiment 
together and the conclusions are well supported. 

A. W. Shaw, LTV Vought Aevnautics Division Letter 1 /26/65 

1. Fixed-base simulator studies (at LTV) support notion that 
pilot uses pulses to control K/s^. 

2. Remaining comments pertain to IFR, VTOL hover damping require- 
ments obtained from six-degree-of-freedom fixed-base simulation. 
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Ellis McBrlde, Lockheed-Georgia Company Telecon 1 /28/65 

!fable II not clear on the starting time for bank angle response 
measurements. 

J. W. Carlson, SEG-SEFDS Letter 1 /29/65 

1. Provides good understanding of when and how lateral controls 
are used. 

2. C-lVl now rated minimum acceptable has maximum roll rates of 
10° to 120/second and time to 30° of 3.5 seconds, 

5« Current bank angle in one second requirement is a severe 
(and, in retrospect, perhaps unwarranted) task for the 
aileron actuation system. 

Larry Taylor, NASA-FHC. Verbal 2/2/6? 

No objection to handling of subject, but considers it only a 
first step in a complicated problem. 

Robert J. Tapscott, NASA-IÄC Letter 2/l 6/65 

1. Theoretical treatment of apparent potential for attaching 
mathematical significance to pilot opinion variations. 

2. There has been confusion in past attempts to correlate 
pilot opinion with selected aircraft parameters which may 
not have been sufficiently representative of pilot desires. 

3. Results should be summarized and interpreted into general 
guide lines useful in planning handling qualities experi- 
ments. 

k.    Indications or trends which pertain to variations in desired 
handling qualities with aircraft size should be highlighted. 
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Mel Sadoff, NASA-ARC Letter 3/50/65 

1 . Lots of factors which may be important, but no delineation 
of really significant ones. 

2. Would like to see Table II expanded to include other perti- 
nent factors such as 1^, No, (,&,  etc., so that combined 
"explanations" of this report and Ref. 1 could be checked. 

)• Single-degree control situation limits value of discussions. 

k.    Recent human response measurements (Elkind) show no degrada- 
tion in performance or o^. for two-axis tasks for controlled 
elements K, K/s, K/S2. 

5» Recent results on a variable-stability helicopter (IRC) 
indicate that without external disturbances a bang-bang 
system reduces control power to one-third that for a pro- 
portional control with a significant improvement in pilot 
opinion. This may be because it is easier to apply con- 
trolled pulses for the K/s2 dynamics involved. 

6. With at set at 2.5, do o^'s greater than 2.5 result in 
degraded bank angle control in rough air and are there jay 
data on this question? 

7. Decreasing TR will improve Icp/ßl^ and should generally be 
helpful; therefore not convinced that values of TR below 
0.5 to 1.0 do not improve pilot rating. 

8. Should sidestep maneuver be classified as primarily open 
loop? 

9. Suggests deleting acceleration-limiting discussion. 

10. Suggests expanding discussion to include possible roll damp- 
ing requirements based on good sidestep maneuver performance 
and gust response attenuation. 

11. Re fighter airplanes in Table II, the separation of unsatis- 
factory from satisfactory based on q^ between 45° and 60° is 
no more convincing than one based on p0 between lOCP/second 
and 150o/second if F-100C (an oddball anyway) is not included. 

12. Section VI, if included at all, should be included earlier, 
probably in Section II. 
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